SUMMARY: 73 precise astrometric positions of seven comets and two minor planets from MPC critical list -1093 Freda and 4954 Eric -were obtained with the CCD equipped Askania astrograph (13.5/160) of Belgrade Astronomical Observatory.
INTRODUCTION
In the second half of 1996 the classical photographic observations of the solar system bodies at the Belgrade Observatory were supplanted by those made using the CCD cameras ST-6 (Texas Inst. chip) and ST-7 (Kodak KAF-0400 chip) of Santa Barbara Instrument Group -SBIG production, CA, USA. In adition to the camera software the images processing was performed with CCDOps, Version 3.5.
First, the camera was put to test beginning with imaging the bright objects like those listed in the Messier Catalogue, such as galaxies, globular clusters, nebulae and some bright comets. This offered us quite a good way to evaluate the possibilities and potentialities of our small ASKANIA Astrograph when equipped with CCD detector.
The first experiments with the digital imaging showed us that high quality results are possible even with small telescopes working under less-than ideal conditions as is the case in Belgrade, with its lightpoluted air, if properly equiped.
OBSERVATIONAL PROGRAMME, MEASUREMENTS, REDUCTIONS
After months of experimental work we reverted to our actual programme of minor planets and comets observations, whereby our special aim has been the imaging of the asteroids with unusual orbits, NeO objects and objects from the MPC critical list. The observations of the selected minor planets from ITA list were also included.
All the measurements of the objects images were carried out by Vl. Benishek, making use of the above indicated CCDO software and the Guide Star Catalogue (GSC). The programme of the n-stars astrometric reduction was compiled on the basis of the rigorous tangential coordinate method. The independently conceived programme was written by Vl. Benishek for the DOS.
As for our instrument, ASKANIA Astrograph, the scale is 1 . 2 per pixel, hence its astrometry is limited by the accuracy of the reference star positions. The timing relied on the internal Observatory's quartz clock, made at "IRIN", Niš.
RESULTS
The results of observations are presented in Table 1 and Table 2 . Table 1 contains the comet designations, time in UT and the topocentric coordinates α and δ for the equinox 2000.0. The parameters ρ cos ϕ and ρ sin ϕ are 0.71074 and +0.70116 respectively, for λ = 20.5133. Table 2 summarizes precise astrometric CCD positions of the minor planets from MPC critical list. 
